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Recap on topics we’ve covered in the OSI Model:
•
•
•
•
•

Application - DNS – where we currently are
Transport – TCP
Network— Distance Vector
Datalink – Mac Simulator
Physical— BSK

TCP Socket Programming: Chat App
TCP Server chat app:
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Notes on TCPServer.py:
Here we are using the “with” syntax in python which ensures that the resource is cleaned up
after the code is done executing; this important given that we are managing port numbers.
AF_INET is how we specify a IPv4 socket. SOCK_STREAM allows us to select a TCP type socket.
Given that we are dealing with the server, we use the .bind() function to associate this port and
IP address with this server process. UTF-8 encoding is used to convert the message variable
contents from ASCII to human-readable characters. Additionally, the stop-and-wait approach is
being used here to communicate one message at a time.
TCP Client chat app:

This is similar to the TCPServer.py program but a key difference is that we are including the
.connect() function which will initiate the SYN-ACK connection to the server.
Sample Output from TCPClient.py and TCPServer.py:
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★ Important Fact: Port 80 is reserved for HTTP.

Wireshark Capture for TCP chat app on loopback interface:
Three-way handshake
•
•
•

The client initiates the connection to the TCP server
The server sends its SYN-ACK response
The client responds with an ACK packet

Sending packet containing data

•
•

The client sends a packet with a sequence number of 1 with 17 bytes
The TCP server replies with an acknowledgment number of 18 confirming it received the
17 bytes

Closing the terminal:

•
•

The client terminal has been closed and sends a FIN-ACK exchange to the server
Not depicted in the capture, but when the server is closed it will also send a FIN-ACK
exchange
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HTTP inspection:

Notes on HTTP Inspection:
HOST Inspection:
GET – command used to access a file in a given directory.
HTTP/1.1— version the browser is running on.
Host: 127.0.0.1 — Host IP address.
Mozilla— user agent.
q— quality factor (between 0 and 1), but in this case is 0.5. Preserves quality of loadable
contents.
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DNT— acronym for “Do Not Track”. This field contains a value of 1 if the host specifies it does
not want its cookies tracked. However, it’s completely up to the server as to whether it honors
this.
Connection: keep alive— tells the server that if the host disconnects to keep the session active
for future reconnections.
Upgrade-Insecure-Requests— a request to enhance security if connected to an insecure
connection (upgrade HTTP to HTTPS if needed). Upgrading to a more a secure connection can
help prevent man-in-the-middle attacks.
Sec-GPC (Global Privacy Control)— A privacy flag set by a browser to not have cookies stored or
have usage tracked in any way.
Server Inspection:
Response code: 200— success status
Response Code: 404— file not found
Server : simpleHTTP/0.6 Python/3.9.2— associated version numbers, which can lead to
vulnerabilities by attackers searching for weakness associated with that given version number.
Content Length— data parsing which helps avoid buffer overflow. It’s important to take special
considerations when parsing because if done inaccurately it can leave many vulnerabilities.
★The infamous Shellshock incident of 2014 resulted from a vulnerability of bad parsing.

UDP socket Programming: Chat App
UDPServer.py

socket.AF_INET— specifies that IPv4 is being used.
socket.SOCK_DGRAM— specifies that the type of socket used is a UDP socket.
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There are no handshakes associated with the UDP implementation so there is no need to listen
for a connection unlike TCP. However, extra considerations need to be made concerning the
address of where to send the packet as seen on line 22 of the code UDPServer.py code snippet.
UDPClient.py

The OS will assign the port number in the UDP client implementation so there is no need to do
a bind.
UDP packet trace on Wireshark:

No packets will be sent as a formal handshake exchange, and the only packets sent will consist
of packets that contain data. Additionally, there are no acknowledgments in the exchange,
which makes this an unreliable yet efficient process. As soon as the program is terminated after
the exchange, there are no FIN-ACKs to formalize an exit of the connection on either client or
server’s side.
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DNS Server

The DNS (Domain Name Servers) query server can be programmed by making a few
modifications to UDPServer.py. For starters, it is important to note that the DNS server runs on
its default DNS Port: Port 53. The DNS server will run on the same SOCK_DGRAM type socket
just as the UDP implementation. Furthermore, we can use the shell “dig” command to manually
generate DNS lookups.

Here is a sample query using dig on cs.virginia.edu; we can see important aspects of the query
such as the cs.virginia.edu IP address of 128.143.67.11, the query time of 11 msec, and the
SERVER IP address that is being run on DNS Port #53.
★Important Fact: Google’s Public DNS IP Address is 8.8.8.8
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